864.17
COMPARISON O F DIFFERENT METHODS FOR POSITION
RECONSTRUCTION FROM HIPPOCAMPAL PLACE CELL
RECORDINGS. K, Chan.'* K. Zhang.' 1.1. Knierim.2 B.L. McNau~hton'and
T.I. Seinowski'. 'Salk Institute, Computational Neurohiology Lab, La Jolla, CA
92037; 'Dept. of Neurobiology & Anatomy, University of Texas-Houston
Medical School, Houston, TX 77225; 'ARL Division of Neural Systems,
Memory and Aging, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85724.
The Bayes' conditional probability rule is the optimal method for decoding
neuronal populatmn activity within the probabilistic framework. Two efficient
algorithms for reconstructing the position of a freely moving rat from
hippocampal place cell spikes have been proposed previously assuming
independent inhomogeneous Poisson firing statistics. One algorithm uses the
timing of individual spikes and the assun~ptionsof Gaussian place field shape
a i d random walk behavior of the animal to obtain an analytical expression for
position reconstruction (Brown et al., 1998). The second algorithm uses the
number of spikes within a time window and the empirical flring maps to
obtain a nunierical solution (Zhang et al., 1998). For comparison, a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) was also implemented, with number of spikes from each
cell in a time window as input and animal position as output. The three
algorithms were applied to both real recordings from rats running in an open
environment and a coniputer simulation of rat movements and neuronal
firing. In general, the MLP method, while requiring no explicit assuniption of
cell firing statistics, yielded the least accurate reconstruction. The first Bayes'
algorithm requires no manual parameter adjustment and provides clearer
mathematical insight into population neural spikes decoding. The second
Bayes' algorithm yielded better reconstruction accuracy because it was less
susceptible to noise and the shape of the environment. Supported by the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, NS20331 and MH01565.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL S
NEURONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT.
G.R. Foe2. 'Dept. of Neurobiology & An
Medical School, Houston, TX 77225; 'ARL Division of Neural S
ory and Aging, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85724.
Place cells of the rat hippocampus combine self-motion and
inforn~ationto fire in a spatially selective manner. Place cells a
coupled to head direchon cells, which integrate the horizontal
head angular velocity and are insensitive to pitch or roll. The h j y
dimensional navigation in space flight can lead to mismatches betw
direction signals and external landmarks, and thus result in abn
tuning of place cells, was tested on NASA's Neuroiab Space Shuttle
Ensembles of 20-40 CAI cells were recorded as rats navigated
spanned 3 orthogonal surfaces. Place cell firing was abnormal in
tested on flight-day 4. The cells of one rat showed no spatial tuning
second rat, some cells displayed normal spatial tuning, but other
played an abnormal radial symmetry in their spatial firing patterns.
day 9, however, both rats had normal, highly selective place cell
criminated among corresponding locations on the 3 orthogonal surf,
track. Thus hippocampal cells can form unique, reliable represent
orthogonal surfaces in microgravity, but they appear to require eithe
of adaptation to microgravity or more experience with the environni
typically required in normal gravity. It remains to be determined w
hippocampus in microgravity can fully represent all 6 spatial coo
spatial and 3 directional), or whether the system adapts by repres
down relative to the body axis, as is often subjectively reported by ii
and thus developing independent 2-dimensional representations for ea
face. Supported by NASA NAG2-949, NS33471 and ONR N00014-98-1-0180

864.19
THE NMDA ANTAGONIST CPP BLOCKS HIPPOCAMPAL PLACE
FIELD EXPANSION IN THE BEHAVING RAT. A.D. Ekstrom. L. Ouinn. I.
Meltzer. R.G.W. Teed. B.L. McNauehtone and C.A. Barnes. ARL Division of
Neural Systems, Memory and Aging, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85724.
Theoretical arguments have been made that the hippocampus may store
sequence or route information through Hebbian asymmetric strengthening of
synapses between cells with overlapping place fields on a route. Abbott and
Blum (1996), for example, predicted an asymmetric expansion of place fields
over repeated traversals of a route, which implies that place fields would
expand in a direction opposite to the direction of motion of the rat. This was
empirically verified by ~Mehtaet al. (1997). When rats ran repeatedly around a
track in one direction, place field size increased, and the center of the place
field shifted backwards relative to the direction that the rat moved.
Interestingly, the expansion effect is attenuated in old, memory-deficient rats
(S1:en et al., 1997). The underlying mechanism for expansion and backward
shlfting remain unclear; although it has been speculated that they may involve
an NMDA-mediated LTP mechanism. Here, we provide direct evidence that
when NMDA receptors are blocked by the antagonist CPP (3-(3carboxypiperazin-4-y1)propyl-l-phosphoricacid), both the expansion and
backward shifting effects are significantly reduced. Four adult male F344 rats
traversed a rectangular track for food reward for at least 20 laps. These rats
showed little change in place field size or location of center of the place field
while under CPP, although, on days when the same animal did not receive the
drug, BOTH the expansion and backward shifting effects were strong. In
addition to the implication that NMDA-mediated processes may, in part,
underlie the place field expansion effect, these results also suggest that the
expansion failure observed by Shen et al. (1997) in old rats could be due to a
similar deficit in NMDA-mediated plasticity mechanisms. Supported by
AG12609, MH01227, MH01565, HHMI71195-SZ1303.

NEURAL BASIS OF BEHAVIOR: COGNITION-ATTENTION: DIVIDED ATTENTION,
RESPONSE SELECTION AND INTERFERENCE

EVENT-RELATED POTENTIALS IN A STROOP TASK.
S. Meneses-ortega*. D. Aguiar, y D. Zarabozo. Instifuto de Neurociencias,
Universidad de Guadalajara. M4xico.
Several studres have used the Stroop test to evaluate seledlve
attent~onWe registered ERPs dunng thls task to get lnformatlon related to
the level in whlch the Interferenceeffect IS pmduced
Twenty-one normal subjects were tested Mean age was 25
years old (range 18-35)
Tasks SIX wndit~onsof 100 stlmull were used Color Bars (CB),
Symbols (S), Words wntten In white 0 ,
Words wntten In incongruent
colors (WI), and Words wntten In lnwngruent or congruent colors (WI-C)
Each sttmulus was flashed on a PC monitor on a black background In sets
CB, S, and WI Subjects were requtred to press a key when a Target Color
appears, m sets WI and WW subjects have to respond when a Target Word
appears, and In set W I G when a Congruent Word appears Subjeds were
evaluated In two conditions, repeating aloud each stimulus orwtthout a verbal
response The probability of the target was 0 2
m
ERPs were recorded at Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz
L~nkedearlobes served as a reference
&s$@ There were no differences through all cond~t~onsIn the
latency of P3 The amplitude of P3 decreased acwrd~ngto the task dlffiwny
(eg , when the subjects attended both drmenslons to deted a Congruent
Stimulus, or when the subjed has to pmdvce a verbal response) Condit~ons
m whld, the Wwd drmension was attended also showed a P3 of lower
amplitude.
Conclusion. The ~nterferenceproduced In the Stmop task occurs at
the level of the response.
Supported by CONACYT 46510&5-1492PH

fhQU STUDY USING TRAINED ASSOCIATIONS IN A STROOP-LIKE TASK
VERIFIES THE GENERALITY, OF *THE N E W SU!3STRATES
SELECTIVE ATTENTION. &&Jjwm
. M.

q:

P. Liane. BeckmanInstitute. Universilv of Illinois. Umana IL 61801
Prior neuroimaging studies have found that the increase in attentionai xlc$on
required on i ~ 0 n g r u e Ntrials in the color-word troop task activates an anent~ad
network that includes orefrontal. oarietal. anterior cinmlate. and thalanlm. It is
assumed that this nctivork is iivoked io support d:recting attention to a less
automatic pmcess (i.e., cofor-naming) over a more automatic process (k,s d
reading). From ;his hypothesis it fdllows that if we were to have @ci@
perform a task less automatic thaicolor-naming, then color coufd become a souicl. of
interference, requiring activationof this attentionatnehvork.
To test th& hypothesis, we borrowed a procedure from MacLeod and D&=
(198%. in.whch 10 participants were taught to name three unfamiliar sFpes
(appeanngl? white) using three wlor words (i.e., blue, yellow, green). T m W
was,kept bnef, so that ,shape naming would remain less automatic than f;lhnanu?g. We then acqulred BOLD measures of brain activity during a Stroophk
task, In whch participants were required to name each shape presented osuiBBi
b
proper color word (attended dimension), while ignoring the color in which tlx: s
W
a p ~ a r e d(unattendeddimension). To vary attentional demands we includrrl m"
conditions: a neutnl block in which shapes appearedin white, and an incanPeS
block in which shapes appeared in colors incongmentwith their learned m e .
Using a simple box care d e s i g ~each participant's iun consisted of 6 atcemaiioE
behreen neutral and incongruent blocks (36 secs.hlock). During this tirne, a 1.5T
GE Sigm scanner was used to collect 300 EPI images (TR=1517 ms. flap
angle=90? voxel size=3.75 x 3.75 x 7mm). Statistical maps we% generated f& s b
participant using the KS-test. Z-score maps were averagedin Talairach spz&e.a
'
results venfy that this nehvork is activated when interferemintroduced W
automatic process must be overtidden by attentional wntml, regardless of the M*AT
of t k antomatif pmcess (Supportedby the Beckman Institute & Carle Clinic).

